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CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

8787 Georgia Avenue • Silver Spring, Maryland 20910-3760

Date: November 23, 2005

MEMORANDUM

TO: Robert Hubbard, Director

FROM: Gwen Wright, Acting Division Chief
County -Wide Planning 0

SUBJECT: Historic Area Work .Permit # 402206 for Installation of fire reservoir/swimming pool

with fence and retaining walls

The Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) reviewed the attached application

for a Historic Area Work Permit (HAWP) at its public hearing on November 16, 2005. This application

was APPROVED with conditions. The conditions of approval were:

1. The entire fence around the fire reservoir/swimming pool will be no more than 5 feet in

height, as measured from the pool terrace.

2. The fence will be either an open wooden picket fence or an open metal fence with the

final design to be approved by staff.

Deck around pool will be flagstone to be approved by staff.

THE BUILDING PERMIT FOR THIS PROJECT SHALL BE ISSUED AND CONDITIONAL UPON

ADHERENCE TO THE ABOVE APPROVED HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT (HAWP)

CONDITIONS.

Applicant: Lawrence Ruggeri

Address: 26200 Frederick Road, Hyattstown Historic District

This HAWP approval is subject to the general condition that, after issuance of the Montgomery County
Department of Permitting Services (DPS) permit, the applicant will contact the Historic Preservation

Office if any alterations to the approve plans are made prior to the implementation of such changes to
the project.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PLANNING BOARD, 8787 GEORGIA AVENUE, SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910
WWW.MNCPPC.ORG
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761 HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

3011563-3400

APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT
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18. Corfitruction cost estimate: s /0.1060.0 .0

1 C. 11, this is t ievfSign at a pw.hauslp approved active permit, see Permit N

PART TWO: COMIXER FOR NEW CON"RU6TION AND EXTENDIAODITIONS
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THE FOLLOWING ITEMS MUST BE COMPLETED AND THE

✓ REQUIRED DOCUMENTS MUST ACCOMPANY THIS APPLICATION,

I. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Des i
l
Plion of existing struchnels)) and

—

meAo — U4w— 44% %1

b.

2. SITE PLAN

t

Site and environmental setting, drawn to scale. You may use your plat. Your site plan Rust include:

e. the scale, north arrow, and date.

b. dimensions of 
all 

existing and proposed structures: and

c. site features such as walkways, driveways, lences, ponds, streams, fresh dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and landscaping.

3. PLANS AND ELEVATIONS.

YPu must submit Z cooi¢s of plans and elevations in a format no larger than i I " x 17'. Plans on 6 112" x t V Paper are Preferred

a. Schematic construction plans, with marked dimensions, indicating location, size and general type of walls, window and door openings, and other

fixed lealwes at both the existing resourcelsl and the proposed work. .

b. Elevations Ifacades), with marked dimensions, clearly indicating proposed vrerk in relation to existing construction and, when appropriate, context.
All materials and fixtures proposed for the exterior must be noted on the elevations drawings, An existing and a proposed elevation Mewing of each

lacade affected by the proposed work is required.

a. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

General description of materials and menulactufed items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project. this information may be included an your
design drawings. -

5. PHOTOGRAPHS

Clearly labelpd photographic prints of each facade of existing resource. including details of the affected portions. At labels should be placed to the
from of photographs.

b. Clearly label photographic prints of Me resource as v cured ham the public Ilght-of-way and of the adjoining properties, AN labels should be placed on
the front of photographs.

6. TREE SURVEY

11 vau are proposing construction adlacenl to o, •::"thin tree  7:.rnre of any tree 6` or larger in diameter lat approximately d feet above the ground), you

cuu5 t file an accurate tree survey ident4ino the sere, toca,w,. a no species of each tree of at least that dimension.

7. ADDRESSES OF ADJACENT AND CONFRONTING PRO PEATY OWNERS

.For ALL projects, provide an accurate list of ad;acent tic :cot-cn:ng property owners Inot tenants), including names, addresses, and zip codes. This list
Stroud the owners of all lots or care pis nshrch acro•n .e :excel in ovestion, as well as the ownerfs{ of falls) or parcellsi which lie directly across
the streetthighv:ay from the parcel in question. You can s 'iformaticn from the Department of Assessments and Taxation, 51 Monroe Street,

Rockville. 1301/219-13551.

PLEASE PRINT (IN BLUE OR BLACK INK) OR TYPE T HIS INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE,

PLEASE STAY WITHIN THE GUIDES OF THE TEPAPLAT;. AS THIS WILL BE PHOTOCOPIED DIRECTLY ONTO MAILING LABELS.

it
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 26200 Frederick Road, Hyattstown

Subject Resource: Hyattstown Historic District

Review: HAWP

Case Number: 10/59-05E

Applicant: Lawrence Ruggeri

Proposal: Installation of fire reservoir/swimming

Meeting Date: 11/16/05

Report Date: 11/14/05

Public Notice: 11/2/05

Tax Credit: N/A

Staff: Gwen Wright.

Recommendation: Approval with

pool with fence and retaining walls conditions

RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommends that the Commission approve this HAWP application with the following
conditions:

L~
1. The entire fence around the fire reservoir/swimming pool will be no more that 5 feet in

height, as measured from the pool terrace.
2. The fence will be either an open wooden picket fence or an open metal fence, with the

final design to be approved by staff.
. P6CK MOUND V00t Wi c.- 9E RhaS-Ue —M FE A Mr- &P X s~7~Z

BACKGROUND:

There are three buildings on this property: an historic church, an historic residence, and a new

(non-contributing) meeting hall that is still under construction.

This property has been the subject of numerous Historic Area Work Permits. The current

applicant has restored the historic church building on the site, which had been significantly

altered. over the years. In addition, there have been a variety of landscaping improvements to the

property. ,

The most recent case that came before the HPC was in January 2005. At that time the HPC

approved a major reconstruytion of a non-contributing outbuilding on the property — including a

second story expansion and a rear extension. The building was to have originally had wooden

board and batten siding; however, the HPC recently gave staff the authority to approve

horizontal wooden clapboard siding as an alternative when the wooden board and batten material

was found to be unavailable. In January 2005, the HPC also approved installation of a gravel

driveway around theperimeter of the meeting hall and installation of two handicapped parking

0



spaces. The purpose of this reconstruction was to build a meeting hall for the congregation that
operates in the historic church. The reconstruction work is almost complete.

PROPOSAL:

The current application is for a 40 foot X 16 foot fire reservoir/swimming pool that will hold
20,000 gallons of water. This fire reservoir is being required by the Fire Marshall's office for
occupancy of the meeting hall structure. Hyattstown has public sewer, but not public water,
which is why a fire reservoir is needed. The need for this fire reservoir/swimming pool wa§ not
discussed in the original application for the meeting hall building and staff does not know when
the Fire Marshall instituted this requirement on the property owner.

The proposal is to build the fire reservoir/swimming pool behind the historic house on the
property — in the area to the front and left of the new meeting hall. The construction of the fire
reservoir/swimming pool requires installation of 24 inch high retaining walls around two sides of
the facility and installation of a fence (minimum 5 feet high) around the entire pool. There will
also be a concrete terrace constructed around the pool.

In conversation with the applicant, staff has been given to understand that the fire reservoir could
be achieved by an underground tank and that this installation would actually be less expensive
than the swimming pool option. However, the applicant wishes to install the swimming pool
because, he.feels that the underground tank would be "a waste".

DISCUSSION:

There have been two previous swimming pools approved in the Hyattstown Historic District: an
in-ground pool for the Hyatt Hotel building (which was historically an inn, but is now a single-
family residence) and one for the previous owners of this property. The previous owners ran a
swimming pool business and constructed an above-ground pool adjacent to the non-contributing
building on the site. This pool is now gone.

Staff feels that installation of a fire reservoir/swimming pool in the location proposed is
approvable; however, staff is concerned about the incremental changes that have essentially
required paving over much of this property. In looking at the original survey of the property
(Circle) and looking at the current site plan (Circle), the change is self-evident.

Nonetheless, staff feels that there is precedent for approving swimming pools in Hyattstown and
that the location will be hidden from Frederick Road. In addition, the pool does serve a fire
safety function for the meeting hall structure. However, staff does recommend that the fencing
around the pool be as open and unobtrusive as possible. A solid board wood fence would not be
appropriate and, instead, staff recommends an open wooden picket fence or an open metal fence,
with the final design to be approved by staff.

0
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APPLICABLE GUIDELINES:

Montgomery County Code; .Chapter 24A

A HAWP permit should be issued if the Commission finds that:

1. The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of a historic site or historic
resource within a historic district.

2. The proposal is necessary in order that unsafe conditions or health hazards be remedied.

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation

New additions and'adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such.a manner that,
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would bo, unimpaired.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommends that the Commission approve this HAWP application as being consistent with
Chapter 24A-8(b)1 and 4, with the following conditions:

1. The entire fence around the fire reservoir/swimming pool will be no more that 5 feet
in height, as measured from the pool terrace.

2. The fence will be either an open wooden picket fence or an open metal fence, with .
the final design to be approved by staff.

And with the general conditions applicable to all Historic Area Work Permits that the applicant
shall also present any.permit sets of drawings to HPC staff for review and stamping prior to
submission for permits, if applicable, and shall arrange for a field inspection by the Montgomery
County Department of Permitting Services, Field Services Office, five days prior to
commencement of work, and within two weeks following completion of work.

a
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THE FOLLOWING ITEMS MUST DE COMPLETED AND THE

REOU1RED DOCUMENTS MUST ACCOMPANY THIS APPLICATION.

i. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION Of PROJECT

E2

b. Geneia~descnptron of project end its _effect on the

j2 ,!Jl➢9, '~~. ~ It Ha

resourceist, the environmentapettiiS and. where applicable ill"FIC district: 'c

2. SITE PLAN

Site and emir onmental setting. drawn to scale. You may use your plat. Your site plan dust include:

B. the scale. north arrew, and date;

b. dimensions of all existing and proposed structures: and .

c site learn es such as walkways, driveways, fences, ponds, streams. flesh dumpslers, mechanical equipment, end landscaping.

3. PLANS AND ELEVATIONS.

You musl submit Z copies o) plans dn~ eelevauons in a format m larger than I t' x 11-. Plats on 8 U2' x I t' parer are preferred.

a scherralic construction plans. with marked dimensions, indicating location, size and oeneral type of waits, window and door openings. and other

fixed features of both the exislino resourcelsl and the proposed wod.

E Elevations Ilacades). With marked dimensions. clearly indicatino proposed work in relation to existing construction and, when appropriate, context.

Ali materials and fixtures proposed for the exterior must bE noted on the elevations drawings. An existing and a proposed elevation drawing of each

facade allected by the proposed work is required.

MATERIALS SPECIFICAIIONS

General deSEAD1101 of materials and manulactuied items proposed lot 6cerporation in the work of the project. this information may be included an your

nesmn dr?t ,no .
~ t

5. PHOTOGRAPHS

r_ Clearh; labeled photograuh,c onnls o: each lacaue vl exislrrc resource, including details of the affected portions. Ati labets should be placed clothe

f'ocl ct photographs.

b. Clearly label photocraphic prima o! I"e resource as vle-ved hod•, to puwl c righi-of--:vay ano of the adjoining properties- All Iabe;s should be placed on

!ne IIr-nt o! Pno!ographs

TREE SURVEY

fi vice ;:c propes:mc construction adlaeen: tC er :•::rn•:. •re - cr an-. ' vee C or large+ in diameter (at approximately 4 feet abovE the around). you

-:[ fAe an.acU.ra!t tree Smve': rc4r•Giyir•_ it, -F,X. K-'- : a .. ,~EC:E<- of E'eCn tree d` at least That dimension.

i. AODRISSLS OF ADJACENT AND CONFRONTING PROFERTi Cy NER:
I

A1L orr.!ccts. wn' d! ar. z: ura;c bst of a ;a:.en; to,• ;c'.`t c!cpern wines inet tenants), inOtrJinp names. addresses. ?rid tip cedes th s list

should include the owners of allints of Demel wir:cr• a :•.t* duEshon_ as v;ell as the vwnetiO of lolls) or Farcelisl vinich ire dirEc!iv acloss

the Wee"%Nohra'; {IcmtnE parei :n a it$'F,- reu ca- :-., - :- s n!wr-al;C.- kern tiro LTepar,men; of Assessmen!s and lciat.on, 51 %%mee SUeet.

P. ocWile- 130112? §-1255 i

PLEASE P Fit c71 ;It' 6LUE 0R pLAD: INK : OR TYPE 1 HIS INFOFf A7ION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE-

FLEASc STAY V,11 HIV,' THE GUIDES 8, TIE 7E.tIP~"-i'.. S TH±S WILT BF PHOTOCOPIED DIRECTLY ONTO M All INC tASEU.
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.:~ I 1 1. Li i •t' U

CONSUMER INFORMATION NUT'E: i- -

I. This plan is a benefit to a consumer Insofar' as it is required by a lender or a titl - In,urnuce compuny or its
agent in connection with contemplated Lruusfer. financing or 

re--financing.

2. This plan is not to be relied upon for llm e:Aubhi hltteilt or lucatiun of fence,_ gn rugra buildings, or alder
existing or future improvements.

0. This plan does not provide for the accurate identificaLion of property boundary hr-Aes;, 'but such' identificatioli
may not be required for the Lran5fer of LiLle or securing financing or re-financing

4. Building line and/or Flood Zone information is taken from available sources and is subject to mLerpretaLiun of urginalor

NOCeS :

1. F :ood zone "C" per H.0 D. parel
No. 00506.

2. Eetoac< C15tances as shown to t;:_
crincioal structure from Grccerty

l.neS are aCCroximate. The level of
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r.Jcan to be no greater than
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Iwo Pe.us 04 Mivuj S'04 of
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3 . h Bou vG.t.?Y 641,evev W«rc0 6E
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Dry Hydrants

Rural. Fire Protection
With Non-Pressurized
Dry Fire Hydrahts

Dn Hvdrants. What are thev9

A. Dry Hvdrant is a non-pressurized pipe system permanently installed in an
existing surface ~~ ater source to provide a readil-,- available supply of ~~ ater to
a pumper truck. This .allows natural_ untreated water supplies to ~e used for
fire protection.

Whv Dry Hvdrants`'

In many'rurai areas_ a lacy of,\A-ater
;;wins and domestic fire h-rdrants can
jInipair a fire department's abilin- to do
I ts _lob quickly and efficlend . Tanker
11-ticks MUSt be used to CaI'1Z iarce
amounts of «-ater to tlhe mire scene
from "fill up" points arotllId the
Count`. 1 n forttirlateli . Ii? niani CaSCS.

ThIC fill-up polrlt~ are oifell a long
Olstance fron"{ the lire. and fire fighters
:`ai~nCi€ i"1" lUalll nIl ulilliF%',.MCG

;rater stq)lei,, . The Instaliatlori oT a

Design- oszn7 tm, 45' elbows 41



one end of the dry llvdrant oto

of the ground to give tankers a hose
connection. and the other end is a
strainer submerged in the pond. lake
or stream to draw water directl,
through the system.

Design using two 901 elbows

I ~=

Armed with a v, ater supply on wheels..
and dn: hydrants for a water source,
fire departments throughout rural
America are becoming part of what
Nvill be reco;nized as a "Ne\\ Breed
Automatic aid and new time saving.
techniques in operating a,water
shuttle. are solving the age old
problem of water supply.

A well planned and designed dry.hydrant water deliver system scan improve
fire fighting capabiliny of rural fire departments.. save fuel. and reduce cost of
operations. Without-the ability to deliver large volumes of water to the fire.
scene, even the best fire departments are hampered trying to prevent loss of
property and lives.,

Drti, hydrants enable a pumper to draft -\vater from estaiNished surface ̀ rater
sources such as lakes, ponds or streams to be pumped or shuttled to a .fire
scene.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 26200 Frederick Road, Hyattstown

Subject Resource: Hyattstown Historic District

Review: HAWP

Case Number: 10/59-05E

Applicant: Lawrence Ruggeri

Proposal: Installation of fire reservoir/swimming

Meeting Date: 11/16/05

Report Date: 11/14/05

Public Notice: 11/2/05

Tax Credit: N/A

Staff: Gwen Wright

Recommendation: Approval with
pool with fence and retaining walls conditions

RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommends that the Commission approve this HAWP application with the following
conditions:

1. The entire fence around the fire reservoir/swimming pool will be no more that 5 feet in
height, as measured from the pool terrace.

2. The fence will be either an open wooden picket fence or an open metal fence, with the
final design to be approved by staff.

BACKGROUND:

There are three buildings on this property: an historic church, an historic residence, and a new
(non-contributing) meeting hall that is still under construction.

This property has been the subject of numerous Historic Area Work Permits. The current
applicant has restored the historic church building on the site, which had been significantly
altered over the years. In addition, there have been a variety of landscaping improvements to the
property.

The most recent case that came before the HPC was in January 2005. At that time the HPC
approved a major reconstruction of a non-contributing outbuilding on the property — including a
second story expansion and a rear extension. The building was to have originally had wooden
board and batten siding; however, the HPC recently gave staff the authority to approve
horizontal wooden clapboard siding as an alternative when the wooden board and batten material
was found to be unavailable. In January 2005, the HPC also approved installation of a gravel
driveway around the perimeter of the meeting hall and installation of two handicapped parking



spaces. The purpose of this reconstruction was to build a meeting hall for the congregation that
operates in the historic church. The reconstruction work is almost complete.

PROPOSAL:

The current application is for a 40 foot X 16 foot fire reservoir/swimming pool that will hold
20,000 gallons of water. This fire reservoir is being required by the Fire Marshall's office for
occupancy of the meeting hall structure. Hyattstown has public sewer, but not public water,
which is why a fire reservoir is needed. The need for this fire reservoir/swimming pool was not
discussed in the original application for the meeting hall building and staff does not know when
the Fire Marshall instituted this requirement on the property owner.

The proposal is to build the fire reservoir/swimming pool behind the historic house on the
property — in the area to the front and left of the new meeting hall. The construction of the fire
reservoir/swimming pool requires installation of 24 inch high retaining walls around two sides of
the facility and installation of a fence (minimum 5 feet high) around the entire pool. There will
also be a concrete terrace constructed around the pool.

In conversation with the applicant, staff has been given to understand that the fire reservoir could
be achieved by an underground tank and that this installation would actually be less expensive
than the swimming pool option. However, the applicant wishes to install the swimming pool
because he feels that the underground tank would be "a waste".

DISCUSSION:

There have been two previous swimming pools approved in the Hyattstown Historic District: an
in-ground pool for the Hyatt Hotel building (which was historically an inn, but is now a single-
family residence) and one for the previous owners of this property. The previous owners ran a
swimming pool business and constructed an above-ground pool adjacent to the non-contributing
building on the site. This pool is now gone.

Staff feels that installation of a fire reservoir/swimming pool in the location proposed is
approvable; however, staff is concerned about the incremental changes that have essentially
required paving over much of this property. In looking at the original survey of the property
(Circle ) and looking at the current site plan (Circle -6), the change is self-evident.

Nonetheless, staff feels that there is precedent for approving swimming pools in Hyattstown and
that the location will be hidden from Frederick Road. In addition, the pool does serve a fire
safety function for the meeting hall structure. However, staff does recommend that the fencing
around the pool be as open and unobtrusive as possible. A solid board wood fence would not be
appropriate and, instead, staff recommends an open wooden picket fence or an open metal fence,
with the final design to be approved by staff.



APPLICABLE GUIDELINES:

Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A

A HAWP permit should be issued if the Commission finds that:

1. The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of a historic site or historic
resource within a historic district.

2. The proposal is necessary in order that`unsafe conditions or health hazards be remedied.

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation

New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that,
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommends that the Commission approve this HAWP application as being consistent with
Chapter 24A-8(b)1 and 4, with the following conditions:

1. The entire fence around the fire reservoir/swimming pool will be no more that 5 feet
in height, as measured from the pool terrace.

2. The fence will be either an open wooden picket fence or an open metal fence, with
the final design to be approved by staff.

And with the general conditions applicable to all Historic Area Work Permits that the applicant
shall also present any permit sets of drawings to HPC staff for review and stamping prior to
submission for permits, if applicable, and shall arrange for a field inspection by the Montgomery
County Department of Permitting Services, Field Services Office, five days prior to
commencement of work, and within two weeks following completion of work.

9
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Dry Hydrants Page 1 of 2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rural Fire Protection
with Non-Pressurized
Dry Fire Hydrahts

Dry Hydrants, what are they?

A Dry Hydrant is a non-pressurized pipe system permanently installed in an
existing surface water source to provide a readily available supply of water to
a pumper truck. This allows natural, untreated water supplies to be used for
fire protection.

Whv Dry Hydrants'?

In many rural areas_ a lack of water
mains and domestic fire hydrants can
impair a fire department's ability to do
its_job quickly and efficiently. Tanker
trucks must be used to carry large
amounts of water to the fire scene
fi-0111 "fill up" points around the
count-. Unfortunately. in many cases,
the fill-up points are often a Iona
distance from the fire. and fire fighters
cannot maintain an uninterrupted
water supply. The installation of a
Tripe sestet» into ponds. lakcs. or
streams provides a ready supple of
\rater to tank trucks. -Ac i'l;istrated.

Design using two 45° elbows
;prcEcrr~.cS t1e~~+)

D7_



one end of the dry hydrant sticks out
J J

of the ground to give tankers a hose
connection, and the other end is a
strairler submerged in the pond, lake
or stream to draw water directly
through the system.

Design using two 901 elbows

Er ..

Armed with a water supply on wheels,
and dry hydrants for a water source,
fire departments throughout rural
America are becoming part of what
will be recognized as a "New Breed".
Automatic aid and new time saving
techniques in operating a water
shuttle, are solving the age old
problem of water supply.

A well planned and designed dry hydrant water derivery, system can improve
fire fighting capability of rural fire departments, save fuel, and reduce cost of
operations. Without the ability to deliver large volumes of water to the fire
scene, even the best fire departments are hampered trying to prevent loss of
property and lives..

Dry hydrants enable a pumper to draft water from established surface water
sources such as lakes, ponds or streams to be pumped or shuttled to a fire
scene.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COhtA7LSSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 26130 Frederick Road. Hyattstown Meeting Date: 01/12/05

Subject Resource: Non-Contributing Report Date: 01/05/05
Hvatttstown Historic District

Review: HAWP Public Notice: 12/29/04

Case Number : 10/59-04D CONTINUANCE Tax Credit: N/A

Applicant: Lawrence Reggeri Staff: Michele Naru

Proposal: Rear addition and second story expansion of a non-contributing building

Recommendation: Approval with conditions

RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Commission approve this HAWP application with
the conditions that:

1 The architect will consult with the Department of Permitting Services regarding grading and retaining
walls for the site. Before the Historic Area Work Permit is released, the applicant must return to the
Commission with a plan that includes DPS's comments regarding the grading and retaining walls.

s The balcony and French doors on the second floor of the building will be eliminated and replaced with
two. windows that match the other second floor windows.

HISTORY

Hyattstown, founded by Jesse Hyatt, was originally platted in 1798 and is significant as one of the largest
cohesive collections of relatively unaltered 19°i century buildings in Montgomery County. The town, a rural
village, was created to service the needs of travelers and nearby farm facilities. It is located along a single,
tree-shaded street and is a fine example of linear development along a major artery, opened about 1750, to
connect the tobacco port of Georgetown with the colonial City of Frederick. With the establishment of
Washington as the nation's capital, Frederick Road continued as an important artery linking the westward
expanding frontier to its new capital city.

Hyattsto,Am appears today much as it did in the 19°i centul-y. Interspersed among modest homes are many
structures essential to 19°' century village life including a school, churches, shops, offices and a hotel. The
majority of the homes in Hyattstown were erected close together on quarter-acre lots and very close to the
roadside. The houses, mostly built between 1800 and 1900. are visually important features of Hyattstown's
streetscape. The historic district is comprised of approximately 38.6 acres and about 30 structures. The lots
and alleys are situated just as thev were back in the 18"' and 19" centuries. Included in the district in addition

to residential uses are churches, a restaurant, a barbershop, and the volunteer fire department.

SITE DESCRIPTION

nP suihlecl t7alrel o., ialic is localeC a-, the nortl7enimast i7nn7 0` ih(: nisioric dlsinci and contains an. earl',

uSai:.i ii:i:".'C- 0- I:..,~_ ._.. ;i~:_ ,_~.. c'~"'..,:~Na. - ;i:'.. ..t~;" tnt c'.aT. !~~ celilu`_.

Gothic Revival Methodist Lpiscopal Church — South.



BACKGROUND

The subject property and the adjacent church property are zoned R-200 residential. As such, the church
building is allowed to operate as a church by right in this zone. However, the adjacent property, which
contains the dwelling and the ancillary structure - the subject of this report; can currently only be utilized as
residential dwellings (the non-conforming use status that the property held has expired).

Currently, the owner of the property is seeking a minor subdivision from the County to merge these parcels of
land into one single property. When this is approved, all of the buildings on this property will be associated
with the church and only be used for church related functions.

A HAWP application was reviewed and discussed by the Commission at its April 14, 2004. At this meeting the
Commission and community members collectively expressed their concerns about the size of the proposed
structure as it relates to Frederick Road and concerns relating to the use of the property, specifically parking
related issues. The Commission encouraged the applicant to re-design his plans so that the width of the
Proposed building does not exceed the current width and to extend the new addition from the current building's
rear elevation. They also encouraged the applicants to contact the County's Permitting Services Division to

address the zoning questions raised. The applicants agreed to a continuance at this meeting so that they may
solve the zoning questions and to develop revised plans. The applicant and the Commission continued this
HAWP application in order for the applicant to re-design their addition and to address the zoning issues.

At the December 15, 2004 meeting (see transcript beginning on circle 13- ), the Commission was provided
with new drawings for the proposed addition and documentation from the Department of Permitting Services

(DPS) communicating that the applicants have been working with them to address the zoning issues related to

this proposed addition. The Commission collectively favored the revised drawings. which placed all the new

mass to the rear of the building. However, they were concerned that the proposal did not include a handicapped

ramp, a grading plan that complied with ADA and DPS standards, or detailed information on the landscaping

plan specifying the tree locations, caliper and/or height and planting specifications. Therefore, the Commission

and the applicant continued this application so this information could be obtained.

PROPOSAL:

The owner of the property has a signed lease from the "Holy Family Anglican Church", which will be utilizing

these buildings for their church activities. The property owner is erecting the proposed addition to the ancillary

building on the subject property for his lessee to be used for their church's Sunday school activities.

The applicant is proposing to:

I . Demolish the existing second story of the subject building.
2. Construct a second story on top of the existing building.
3. Construct a rear extension (37' long x 32' wide)
4. Clad the entire building with Hardi-board, simulated, board and batten siding or cedar

paneling with batten strips.
5. Apply a cement plaster finish over the existing and new concrete block foundation.

6. Install a standing seam metal roof over the entire structure.
%. Install a gravel driveway around the perimeter of the proposed building.
F, Install nvo. asphalt parkine spaces along the rear. south elevation of the ne,,v addition for

0



APPLICABLE GUIDELINE

When reviewing new construction within the Hyattstown Historic District several documents are
to be utilized as guidelines to assist the Commission in developing their decision. These documents include
the Hyattstown/Clarksburg County Master Plan (Master Plan) approved and adopted in June 1994, the
Vision of Hyattstown: A Long-Range Preservation Plan (Vision) approved and adopted in August 1992.
Montgomery Count% Code Chapter 24A (Chapter 24A) and the Secretary orthe Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation (Standards). The
pertinent information in these documents is outlined below.

Hyattstown/Clarksburg County Master Plan — Land-Use plan

• Encourage a limited amount of new construction, as long as the new buildings are compatible

to the historic ones in terms of size, scale,rh-- , percentage of lot coverage, relationship to

the street and relationship to open space (p.82).

Vision ofHj7attstown — Strategies for Maintaining Historic Character.

• Preservation of significant patterns of development [and] encourage that any additional
development within the Historic Residential Core be compatible with the characteristic pattern
of development... residential uses fronting Frederick Road — front yard setbacks of 25 to 40
feet are typical of the pattern for the existing historic houses fronting the road. New buildings
should be sited to fit within this rhythm of building spacing (p.54).

Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A

• A 1-IAWP pen-nit should be issued if the Commission finds that:

I . The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of a historic site or
historic resource within a historic district.

2. The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical
archaeological, architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic
district in which a historic resource is located and would not be detrimental
thereto of to the achievement of the purposes of this chapter.

3. The proposal would enhance or aid in the protection, preservation and public or
private utilization of the historic site or historic resource located within an historic
district in a manner compatible with the historical, archaeological, architectural or

cultural value of the historic site or historic district in which an historic resource is
-located.

In the case of an application for work on a historic resource located within a historic district,
the Commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or
design significance or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously
impair the historic or architectural value surrounding historic resources or would impair the
character of the historic district.

Seeretarj, of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation

~e~~ addttton . extenor aiterat~on . o~ reiatec ne~~ consu ucuor. N. ilr n()i destrn"

nistonc matertais. features, size, scale and proporuon. and masstni to protect the
integrity of the property and its environment.

0



• New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such

a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the

historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

STAFF DISCUSSION

Proposed additions and alterations to non-contributing resources within the Hyattstown Historic

District are reviewed with a lenient level of design review. The Commission generally focuses on the

project's massing, scale, and proportion as it relates to the adjacent historic properties and its potential

impact to the historic character of the district, and the existing streetscape/ and or landscape..

Although this proposed project significantly increases the size of the existing building, staff feels

that this building will be compatible with the existing environmental setting. The proposed new massing

will be sited directly behind the existing historic structure and combined with the steep topography (the

road is substantially sunken at this location), the new massing will barely be visible from the street and will

have very minimal impact to the existing streetscape.

The existing height of the building is at its highest point is 26' from grade. The proposed height

of the new dwelling is 27' high at the from elevation from.grade. Staff does not feel that this small

increase will negatively impact the streetscape.

The previous application included Hardi-plank vertical board siding as the material specification for

the exterior cladding. At the previous meeting, the Commission and staff strongly expressed their opposition

to the use of this product on this highly visible building. The applicants have revised their specifications to

include the use of cedar, board and batten siding with wood details and surrounds. Staff supports this change

to the specifications for the building.

In terms of the proposed site plan, staff is still very concerned that the applicant has not addressed all

the needs of this site. In consultation with Development Review planning staff, it has been noted that the

current grading plan will require several retaining walls on the property, which have not been shown on the

current plan. Additionally, staff would like to see on this plan the proposed limits-of-disturbance lines, a plant

schedule that indicates the location, species, size, and installation and maintenance specification for each tree

to be installed. Each tree should be labeled on this plan with this specific information. The shade trees should

be of a minimum 3" caliper and a minimum 6'-8' height for evergreen and ornamental trees. Secondly,

staff is concerned with the proposed 485 grade line as it approaches the steps along the south elevation of the

building. This line should be altered to wrap around the building, since the grade beyond the landing will be

33%, which is too steep of an incline for a walkway. It is staff's recommendation that the architect consult

with the Department of Permitting Services regarding the grading and retaining wall issues addressed above.

Before the Historic Area Work Permit is released for the site, the applicant must return to the Commission with

a plan that includes DPS's comments regarding the grading and retaining wall issues.

Finally, staff is concerned with the proposed modification to the front elevation. The applicants

modified the second floor fenestrations by including a French door with balcony. This detail is not consistent

with the meetinghouse form and as such staff is recommending that the door be eliminated and replaced with

two windows to match the others on the second floor.

The Nvritten support for this project from the Local Advisory Panel (LAP), The Friends ofHyattstovvn,

:s prm ided on circi( s

Staff recommends that the Commission approve with the above-stated conditions the HAWP

application as being consistent with Chapter 25A-8(b) l , 2 and 3:

01



The proposal Nvill not substantially alter the exterior features of a historic site or historic resource
within a historic distract.

The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical archaeological, architectural
or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which a historic resource is located
and would not be detrimental thereto of to the achievement of the purposes of this chapter.

The proposal would enhance or aid in the protection; preservation and public or private utilization of
the historic site or historic resource located within an historic district in a manner compatible with the
historical, archaeological, architectural or cultural value of the historic site or historic district in which
an historic resource is located.

and with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards #9 & #10:

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible
with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property
and its environment.

New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment
would be unimpaired.

with the general conditions applicable to all Historic Area Work Permits that the applicant shall also present
any permit sets of drawings to HPC staff for review and stamping prior to submission for permits, if applicable;
and shall arrange for a field inspection by the Montgomery County Department of Pennitting Services (DPS),
Field Services Office, five days prior to commencement of work, and within two weeks following completion
of work.

a
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1.

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS MUST BE COMPLETED AND THE

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS MUST ACCOMPANY THIS APPLICATION.

I- WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Description of existing structu
t
rels

11
l and enviionmerdal setting, including their historical textures and

` 
significance:

L h.„ I~.►~G IAA v N 1 ,11111. %a.iw7L

b. General description of project and its ettect on the historic resouicelsl, the environmental setting, where applicable, the historic district:
1 it

2. SITE PLAN

Site and environmental setting. drawn to scale. You may use your plat. Your site plan must include:

a. the scale, north arrow, and date;

b. dimensions of all existing and proposed structures: and

c. site features such as walkways, driveways, fences, ponds, streams. hash dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and landscaping.

3. PLANS AND ELEVATIONS

You must submit 2 copies of plans and elevations in a format no larger than 11' x 17'- Plans on 6 1/2' x 11 ̀  paper are preferred. -

a. Schematic construction plans. with marked dimensions, indicating location, size and general type of wells, window and door openings, and other _

fixed features of both the existing resouicels) and the proposed work,

b. Elevations Ifacadesl, with marked dimensions, clearly indicating proposed work in relation to existing construction and, when appropriate, context.

All materials and fixtures proposed for the exterior must be noted on the elevations drawings. An existing and a proposed elevation drawing of each

facade affected by the proposed work is required.

4. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

General description of materials and manufactured items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project. This information may be included on your

design drawings,

5. PHOTOGRAPHS

a. Clearly labeled photographic pilots of each facade of existing resource, including details of the affected portions. All labels should be placed onthe

front of photographs.

b. Clearly label photographic prints of the resource as re.•: ed from the public right-of-way end of the adjoinino properties. All labels should be placed on

thF front of pholootaphs.

6. TREE SURVEY

It you air pinposino construction adlacent 10 0• ry in:n :r= -: , . ,i any tree E' or larger in diameter (at approximately 4 feet above the oround), you

j! - fire en ac cn,atf 1reE Survcv WO nn!dm^_ the sl:E ",e. - ano sr:ecttS of each tree dial least that dirnensior..

4!F:

aCCU:Et` I.• - C K.r.. r PE-I rivinet_ ir.r' it npIli: u'Aipmt r.Er'.(- in(:: r: Vii. •.r. .td.. rl... it:

<hou In Inc lure Ini, owners 01 all 1015 0: peCC.IS •hmlc r. aq.C•".:'" , rr: t; it, C•u e5 no.. a; we 1. E5 the owner l5! c: 10(15: 0! pal( Elf! t whIC C. hf GI!EC tli 6 c oS:

the Slleetrhichway from the parcEI In oufs!ion, You C2r..:::e:n mis .niorma tic, n h o m me Depa rime ni of Assessments and 1axavon, St MonloE Streel.

Rockville, 1301/279.1355).

PLEASE PRINT ON BLUE OR BLACK INK) OR TYPE THIS INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE"

PLEASE STAY WITHIN THE GUIDES Of THE T'LMPLATE, AS THIS WILL BE PHOTOCOPIED DIRECTLY ONTO MAILING LABELS.



)-)ANVP APPL)CAT)ON: >\9A)L)NG ADDRESSES FOR NOT)F)NG I

10,Aner, OwDers Agent, Adjacern and Confmnunp Piopem Owners)

i

i

OwneCs mailing address Owner's Agent's ii-jailing, address

CA

Adjacent and confronting Properly 0m,ners mailing addresses I
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1 Village? Is there anyone here wishing to speak in opposition to case

2 E, at 10003 Grant Avenue in Silver Spring? Is there anyone here to

3 speak in opposition to case F, at 14 Grafton Street in Chevy Chase?

4 MR. FULLER: Madam Chair, I move that we approve case

5 35/13-04Z at 25 Oxford, case 31/07-04K at 10003 Grant, case 35/13-04I

6 at 14 Grafton Street, based on the staff reports.

7 MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: Second.

8 MS_ O'MALLEY: All in favor, please raise your right hand.

9 It's unanimous. If one of those was your case, you are welcome to go

10 home or stay and listen to the rest of the hearing if you would like.

11 You can speak to the staff tomorrow. Thank you for working so well

12 with the staff that we could expedite.it.

13 The first case we'll hear tonight, then, is case A. Could

14 we have a staff report, please?

15 MS. NARU: Case A is the project at 26130 Frederick Road in

16 Hyattstown. The subject building is a noncontributing resource within

17 the Hyattstown historic district.

18 You may have remembered that the subject property and the

19 adjacent church property are existing. There are two separate parcels

20 of land, and currently the owner of the property is seeking a minor

21 subdivision from the county to merge these parcels of land into one

22 single property. when this is approved, all of the buildincs on this

p ope"t --, w- be as oc' ate6 w-i tl- the churC1: SnC bi: !.! on -L-,- be Usec fo"

2_. The historic area work perri.-L appiicaz~ion, nit a_i. historic

is '1
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1 area work permit application was reviewed and discussed by the

2 Commission at its April 14th, 2004, meeting, and the transcript of that

3 meeting is attached in your staff report.

4 At this meeting, the Commission and convening members

5 expressed their concerns about the size of the proposed structure as it

6 relates to Frederick Road. The concerns were related to the use of the

7 property, specifically parking-related issues, and the large proposed

S size of the massing as it related to Frederick Road.

9 The Commission encouraged the applicant to redesign his

10 plan so that the width of the building did not exceed the current

11 width, and to extend the new addition from the current building's rear

12 elevation. You also encouraged the applicants to contact the county

13 permitting services division to address the zoning questions that were

14 raised. At that meeting, the applicants agreed to a continuance so

15 that they may resolve those zoning questions_

16 Since that meeting, applicants have been working with the

17 Department of Permitting Services to address those issues. The owner

18 of the property has signed a lease, has a signed lease from the Holy

19 Family Anglican Church, which will be utilizing these buildings for

20 church-related activities. And the property owner is erecting the

21 proposed addition to this ancillary building on the subject property

22 for the leasee.

f stc-Ed the amt_=CaL: ?G^c£ - nc tc demolish the

25 story on top of the existing building with a rear extension measuring

f~
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1 approximately 37 by 32 wide. The proposed cladding is

2 either hearty board with simulated board and baton siding, or cedar

3 paneling with baton strips. They are also proposing a cement plaster

4 finish over the existing and new concrete foundation, and to install a

5 stainless steel metal for the entire structure.

6 The other part of the project is that they are proposing to

7 install a gravel driveway around the perimeter of the revised building,

8 and four asphalt parking spaces along the rear south elevation of the

9 new addition for handicap use.

10 I will note for the record that testimony from the Friends

11 of Historic Hyattstown were given to you at the worksession, as well as

12 a letter from a resident, Mr. Don Burgess, located -at 27021 Frederick

13 Road. And they'd like to ask that you enter that into the record as

14 well.

15 Generally, staff feels that the proposed additions and

16 alterations to this noncontributing resource is very sympathetic to the

17 historic district. And we're mainly concerned with the proposed

1B topography. it is a very steep grade, and we'd really like—to see some

19 more documentation of the proposed grading after the building is to be

20 erected, to ensure that there is not going to be any negative impact to

21 the existing environmental setting.

22 We also have, based upon verbal conversations with the

2. a-nrl i can.. i:n derstanc th1at there hai- bee; trees _removed or the

25 plan outlinlnc the tree removal Ana toaay, my email, 1 dig receive a

110
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1 plan that you should have as part of your staff handouts at your

2 worksession, a plan outlining the proposed, the existing trees that

3 were removed, and then what's proposed, which was part of the.staff

4 report, the reforestation plan.

d Let's see. What the reforestation plan is, 7 mentioned in

6 the staff report, I had asked Park and Planning's environmental planner

7 to look at the reforestation plan and give us some guidance.

8 Certainly, staff doesn't feel we're experts in this field, so we wanted

9 to get some feedback from them on the plan.

10 And he had indicated that he'd like to see the plan have

11 more specific sizes, types of containers, and heights of the proposed

12 plantings. He'd also like to see a list indicating the numbers of each

13 planting to be proposed on the subject lot.

14 He'd also like to see the plan include some over-story

is 

plantings, and to show a greater emphasis on native plantings along the

16 southern property boundary, which is adjacent to the existing forest.

17 And I certainly can have, you know, our arborists look at any proposed

16 plan that we did get submitted with those details as well.

19 I do have some pictures, if you'd like to refamiliarize

20 yourself with the site, and the applicant is here this evening, and

21 I'il be happy to entertain any questions you have.

22 MS. O'MALLEY: DO you have slides?

2_ M£ NARU: U':-hu: INCILAc Vol; __-:e _c see ther,--

25 MS. NARL': These are the slides that you saw at the initial
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25

8

April 14th meeting. This is the view of the front elevation of the

existing building on the property, and the west elevation, which is the

side, current side elevation.

MS. O'MALLEY: Which side faces the street? Is it the west

side?

MS. NARU: You just saw the --

MS. O'MALLEY: The previous one? That's the street side?

-MS_. NARU: This is standing pretty much halfway between the

road and the driveway that leads up to the property. So this is

looking at the building from that direction. You're looking west,

currently. This is the east elevation. This is the west side

elevation. And the north side, you can. see the gravel driveway that

currently approaches this area. And the south side elevation here.

You can also see some of-the grading that has been done, as well, in a

view here.

And this is obviously the church over here in this

location, and this is the historic house, and that's also on the

current property, but is associated with this ancillary structure. And

down here is Frederick Road. This is a very good view from Frederick

Road, up to the house. To the right is the chapel and to the left is

the historic house.

Another view of the front elevation. Rear view. And you

ca. 7ea:.:'. see. in thls nhotc the Eteelr C"GOe he,  r.nother rood v7ew

for the long of blurry vision. They were slices. Trying tc enlarge
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9

slides is a little more challenging. And the pool. And this is an

aerial view of 2002.

And this is some topography that was provided, but there's

no demarcation of the topography that we would like to see as part of

the grading plan.

MS. O'MALLEY: Okay. Thank you. Are there questions for

staff? I don't see anything that actually shows how they are going to

be able to cut into that hill in the back and retain the hillside when

they do the addition on the back.

MS. NARU: That's why we're asking for a grading plan, to

show what existing topography is now, and what the proposed topography

is. It's a standard condition that the Commission asks for.

MS. O'MALLEY: All right. would the applicant like to come

up?

MR. RUGGERI: Good evening.

MS. O'MALLEY: Good evening. State your name for the

record?

MR. RUGGERI: Larry Ruggeri.

MR. EDGERLEY: Good evening. I'm Dave Edgerley.

MR. FUNK: Good evening. I'm Dan Funk.

MS. O'MALLEY: Did you have some comments that you wanted

to make about the staff report, or my auestion about the --

MT. FOGGEF= We werer.', nc' ocine intc the hlllsJde, _Jf

25 done 1s done. There's not going to be an-,% Gradlnq done.

(0
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This map which I, I mean, this photo that I sent over came

from Montgomery County Government. This photo was taken in 2000, just

when I, just a little bit after I purchased the church. And it shows

the topography of the land.

Now, you guys probably don't have, I don't know if you have

it or not, if she gave that to you, but this came from Scott Reilley's

office. He --

MS. NARU: He's the reason I provided you this from our

imagery here at Park and Planning. It's the 2002 photograph.

MR. RUGGERI: Yes, this is a 2000 photograph from Scott

Reilley's office, and he's the assistant chief of administration there

who provided me with this, and the, also the blue topo that you saw.

MS. WRIGHT: Do you want to pass that around?

MR. RUGGERI: Sure. I also brought, on the plot

illustrating what impact creating the forestation would have. There's

no trees coming out. There's no grading to be done. We're not going

into the hillside.

As you might recall, we came with a plan in April to make a

locomotive type of building, and with all your comments and

suggestions, we went ahead and redesigned it into the hillside, as it

mentions in the staff report here, the minutes.

All of you had recommended that we take the building and go

- - w  ' rE ma}::.riC even more narrower WE ' ?"e tahinc of i t,hreE Fee:

back, 1t won't be 40 feet wide. 1t w11i ID C- 0n I -y I  eE*~ w]De. So

CV)
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1 it will be even smaller than the original design.

2- So we took all of your considerations into the design.

3 we're not going into the hillside at all. There's probably about

4 another 30 feet before you get to the hillside. So the hillside is not

5 affected at all there.

6 So that's, I don't, I don't have, the only thing I could

7 give to them was the photo I got from Chris Reilley and the other topo.

8 I don't have anything to show what it was like before.

9 MS. O'MALLEY: No, I was thinking of as you develop it with

10 the drive around.

11 MR. RUGGERI: Right, well, there's a plan was submitted

12 with the drawing, and all the plants that were going to be --

13 MS. O'MALLEY: So you don't need to do any additional

14 grading?

15 MR. RUGGERI: No grading at all. We just have to dig out a

16 foundation, pour footings, and build a building. We're going to take

17 off that -- it's going to be a foot and a half taller than what you see

18 there, about the same height as the light _dome, and straight over. And

19 you have all the photos and everything is exactly the way you guys

20 asked for it to be. So from the road, you will not see anything but a

2 prettier building.

22 MS- O'MALLEY: Your design is much better this time.

?•': t.JGGE:, H°E _ - nac '.'C ] riEl T'.~ank vcu

25 just one question. The one thine you will see from the road and I

NO
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would believe, because of the incline, is the parking. And I see --

MR. RUGGERI: Right, but

MS. ALDERSON: -- we're seeing the addition of trees around

the perimeter of the lot I would think, certainly from the

perspective of pedestrians, screening of the parking is the thing that

would have the biggest effect.

MR. RUGGERI: Absolutely. Absolutely, and we plan on it,

and it's not on the plans, but we plan on screening the area to the

left of the building, all the way across. And I got a list of plan

materials from MNCP to provide screening, because I don't want anybody

to see the cars back there as well. So that's a good point. I just

didn't have that down.

MS. ALDERSON: Thank you.

MR. ROTENSTEIN: Can I make one observation about these

aerial photographs that we have. The contours indicated in the aerials

are taken from what appear .to be the GIS base map layers. And they

don't actually reflect the contours as they exist now, after the

grading occurred. So I just wanted to point out that observation..

MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: I have a couple questions. What's

the, what will the building capacity be for the hall once the addition

is completed?

MR. RUGGERI: I think it's spec-ed for 120 people. 100 to

12C peoz_1E.

Ml:,. RUGGERI: Anc i 1~1 square ,ee,i per person.

11
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1 MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: And how many parking spaces will be

2 available if you were to get this parking lot?

3 MR. RUGGERI: Well, on the lot, on the parking lot alone

4 there won't be that many parking spaces. But I've already, through

5 Susan Scala-Demby, have worked out all the parking arrangements with

6 the other vendors, the other land owners, commercial lots. One of the

7 zoning text says, as long as you are within 500 feet of a commercial

8 lot that's not being used during the hours of operation, you can use

9 that. And that satisfied Ms. Demby for parking.

10 MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: Okay. So if you don't have 120

11 people at your meetings, how many people are you going to likely have,

12 like on an ordinary basis?

13 MR. RUGGERI: It's different. We have weddings now that

14 are six people, 40. Dan is from the Holy Family Anglican Church, and

15 his congregation sometimes has 15-20 people show up.

16 MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: So, and how many, at best, how many

17 people can park, how many cars can park in your proposed parking

18 scheme?

19 MR. RUGGERI: In our lot, only about 17.

20 MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: So I guess the point I'm making is

21 that you would always need more than 17 par kinc spaces for the use of

22 this building. So why, and so you've accommodated for that in another

_aCE i, nC: -.:E, - `.r-c ra Y F.,nC szace.` C a\°E.T. .`r=we: Bi:ace:

25 MR. RUGGERI: Yes, that's no problem. We came up with four
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1 for handicap. That was just the --

2 MR. FUNK: That's the only addition, right-,

3 MR. RUGGERI: Right. That's the only addition to the

4 parking that we're doing, is adding those four parking spots for

5 handicap.

6 MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: So that's the only difference is

7 that they're handicap accessible to the building?

8 MR. RUGGERI: Exactly. Right. That's the only, that's the

9 only paved area.. I mean, the driveway is paved, but everything .else is

10 gravel. It's a gravel lot.

11 MR. FULLER: Just a couple questions on your documentation.

12 Even on a residential permit, we'd be getting a grading plan. So I'm

13 not sure why it's so difficult to create a grading plan. The county

14 GIS shows that originally there was about a 10-foot fall across this

15 property. There is either a fairly big berm or hillside in the back

16 which is what appears when I go out and look at it. But you do

17 have grade on the property, so I mean, I think it would only be

18 appropriate for us to ask for the same thing we do from a residential

19 developer, or a residential lot, homeowner, to have a grading plan.

20 You mentioned handicapped access. Where is a handicapped person

21 getting in this building? You have stairs at all exist.

22 MR. RUGGERI: Right, well that's why they'll be able to

2- dr_ . e u4 around the bac:,: and ---

2-E 25 MR. RUGGERI: Through the tront boors.
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MR. FULLER: Then you need a ramp that's not shown on the

plans.

MR. RUGGERI: No, the doors are on -- are you looking at

the correct view?

MR. FULLER: The meeting hall is on the second floor,

right?

MR. RUGGERI: Correct. And you enter it from the second

floor.

MS. WRIGHT: Circle 14.

MR. FULLER: There are steps up to the porch on the second

floor. There's no access that I can see that doesn't go up steps.

MS. WRIGHT: Circle 14.

MR. RUGGERI: okay, well, I can draw a ramp for you in

there.

MR. FULLER: Well, what I'm saying is, you're going to be

required to do that --

MR. RUGGERI: Yeah.

MR. FULLER: -- when you get DPE, and so what we're looking

at is not your final site plan. So what I'm suggesting is your plans

really need to be brought up to pick up all the requirements. You're

showing two toilets. I mean, that's not going to affect us, but

ultimately, you're going to end up as you go to DPE, you're going to be

1ieBE' orb tC C1: u'. thereCu'= rec tC, 1 ets . YOU' re coins tC

There's a lot of nuances tnat just are not on these plans
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right now. So what we're looking at is not what you're actually going

to be building.

MR. RUGGERI: .Oh, it is actually. I was under the

impression from the last time we had cur meeting, that you were

concerned with the design of the building. And I believe, one of you

said that zoning and parking and stuff was stuff that I was going to

have to handle- afterwards.

MR. FULLER: But again, I think this design is

substantially better.

MR_ RUGGERI: Okay.

MR. FULLER: I was one of the people who suggested

that reversing --

MR. RUGGERI: Right.

MR. FULLER: -- rotating the building and going 90 degrees

into the hillside made a lot of sense. But what I'm pointing out is

that the plan.that you're presenting to us is supposed to be what

you're building. It appears that there's a number -

MR. RUGGERI: It is.

MR. FULLER: -- of practical considerations that are not

yet picked up on these drawings, so that you end up making plans. And

if those plans that are approved by DPE are not the same as what we're

looking at, you're going to be coming back in front of us.

Mr. RJGGEK - . Oka-. anc - oha-, we d dn't put a handicaz

25 make 1t tonight, but the bathrooms, he said by code that was all we

IN
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1 were allowed to put in there was two bathrooms.

2 MR. FULLER: That will be his judgment and WSSC's, but

3 single male and female for 130 people is --

4 MR. RUGGERI: Well, it's 120, and that's just a guestimate.

5 That's what it's based on, 15 square feet per person.

6 MR. FULLER: I understand, but it's what WSSC

7 will --

8 MR. RUGGERI: Well, if they let us put in a larger bathroom

9 --

10 MR. FULLER: That doesn't impact us.

11 MR. RUGGERI: Exactly, because that's on the inside. So it

12 would be great to have two stalls.

13 MR. FULLER: But there are things that are going to be on

14 the outside that will affect us. But anyhow,- from my perspective,

15 there should be some improved documentation.

16 MR. RUGGERI: And what is the improved documentation? The

17 handicap ramp and --

18 MR. FULLER: A graded site plan.'

19 MR. RUGGERI: Okay. A graded site plan of what is there

20 now?

21 MR. FULLER: What will be the conditions to make this

22 building access work. You want to show where the driveways for the

a.

b c-'Tic a?'E whErc- the 
shox,_ Vona, tiiE no 

. 

C:: CEO from the

25 MS. WATKINS: one of our concerns, 1 know there are water
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1 issues in Hyattstown. Ruth, one of our kind of premises is that we

2 know how the water is going to leave the site, and what's going to

3 happen. And we can't tell from these. You're adding paved area, which

4 is going to increase runoff. And we just kind of need to see where,

5 how the grading is going to work, that it doesn't affect any of your

6 adjacent neighbors.

7 MR. EDGERLEY: If I could interject, if, and again, I'm

8 Dave Edgerley. I work with the county. And it's an interesting role

9 for me. Normally, advocating at this table in front of the Planning

10 Ecard for businesses. And Larry started this project four years ago. as

11 a business looking for a site for his photographic studio, found

12 religion, I think, with respect to the chapel and the church. And we

13 helped him with this, but also alerted him that there were a number of

14 issues.

15 He's an extraordinary photographer, and he's lovingly

16 restored the church, if you've had the opportunity to see it, with the

17 advice of the Maryland Historical Trust. I think if that is the only

18 issue, it would be ministerial, perhaps, to submit a site plan that

19 shows issues like addressing Jeff's question as to how a handicap ramp

20 would provide access to the building. Certainly all code requirements

21 will be covered, Jeff, by permitting services when he goes though with

22 a review by WSSC, loading, parkinc, and so forth.

2_ ?r t;nde'_'gtand th=- uyc-lect thcuq-, succInctly, he's

25 disruption 'while the foundation is auq for the accirlon. And so that
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1 may be an oversight on Mr. Ruggeri's part, but if that becomes the only

2 issue, I would certainly encourage the Commission to consider support

3 with the submittal of that as reviewed at a later date.

4 MR. FULLER: Well, the closest he has to a grading plan is

5 his sheet L-1, and if we were to believe it, we're showino a five-foot

6 contour occurring with in a distance of about 20 feet, which is about a

7 20 percent slope. You can't park on greater than 5 percent. So I

8 mean, whatever is here, if this is accurately representing what is

9 being built, then it doesn't work. If this isn't what is being built,

10 then the plan ought to be revised to reflect it, because you're saying

11 there's no grading. This shows 20 percent slope, which doesn't work.

12 MR. EDGERLEY: Right.

13 MR_ FULLER: So somehow --

14 MR. RUGGERI: Can you show me where that is?

15 MS. NARU: Circle 17.

16 MR. FULLER: Circle 17, just to the -- where your parking

17 spaces are, you go from a contour of 85 to 90 in a distance

18 approximately the same as the length of a parking space.

19 MR. EDGERLEY: So the parking is over here?

20 MR. RUGGERI: Uh-huh. Well, there's four spots right here.

21 Is this what you're talking about, the handicapped spots?

22 MS. NARU: Yes.

_ . MT. FU LEF UY --huh.

25 MR. FULLER: There's a contour 65 that runs through the
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1 middle of the parking lot, and there's a contour of 90 that runs

2 through the left corner. The space in between those is about 20 feet.

3 Five feet in 20 is roughly a 20 percent slope.

4 MR. RUGGERI: Okay, so you're saying if --

5 MR. FULLER: I'm not saying it can't be done. What I'm

6 saying is that what this plan reflects doesn't work.

7 MR. BRESLIN: Actually, it can't be done, because then it

8 wouldn't meet handicap requirements for a parking lot. So there are

9 things, looking at this, there are things that just don't work, and it

10 looks like this has not been brought up to a level that they need to

11 build it.

12 And looking at this, my judgment is at the end of the day,

13 to do what you want to do, you're going to wind up with some retaining

14 walls. You're going to wind up with some swales. You might wind up

15 with some drainage issues. And it's very hard for us to approve

16 something not seeing those details which are, on one hand, but they

17 really impact, they really have a visual impact on the site.

18 So you're asking us to approve something that's really

19 incomplete.

20 MR. EDGERLEY: I would offer one suggestion on that. The

21 visual impact of the site, the area behind the building where the

22 handicapped parking is being installed is, I don't know how mane feet

17 the Gam- above t.re c]'ade cr =S E but t'E you Sala' the tout and .t'

25 1 think Mr. Ruggeri feels tnaL the Site is graded. know

(~D
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1 there's a question as to whether some grading was done, and some dead

2 tree removal. The area substantially disturbed by business. The

3 building, as you know, is vinyl clad. It was a nonconforming use for

4 many years, and likely would be probably in the foundation by now along

5 with the church if, again, he hadn't interceded.

6 But if these are issues, we can look at these issues, but

7 if they are issues that we can validate, again, we'd like to get a feel

8 from the Commission that that's the only issue_ There may be others,

9 because the meeting is short.

10 MR. FULLER: Speaking for myself, I think the design is

11 advanced significantly as it relates to the overall building. I

12 appreciate the rotating of the building and the reduction of it's

13 overall mass. I am not so concerned that staff may be has written in

14 their report about needing to go back and document what the condition.

15 was prior to grading. I'm much more interested in being able to

16 document what it is that you are proposing to build.

17 So from my perspective, I would recommend to staff as a

18 continuance so that we don't deny it. But as I said, from a general _.

19 layout standpoint, I am just worried about the revised design to the

20 facility. I suggest other people talk.

21 MR. RUGGERI: Okay.

22 M.S. ALDERSON:

ME 11;JrYINS - wc-,:'C acreE _ gust think that the eraC~nc

25 grading plan, because it really can affect the whole project. So 1
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think that we're just asking that you provide us with that, and I think

there --

MR. RUGGERI: Okay.

MS. WATKINS: And the ramp may seem like a small detail,

but to, I think it's you have four risers, it takes a ramp of

substantial length to go that distance. So it really does need to kind

of be thought out, and that can be done on the grading plan also.

MR. RUGGERI: Okay.

MS. O'MALLEY: And I think as our Commissioner at the end

mentioned earlier about the tree plan, when you bring in your grading

plan, if you will be more specific, you have this, the number of trees

on the one that you sent in. I guess I can't, the print is very small,

and I can't tell whether these are trees back here or what the caliper

is or what type of trees they are. And we talked.about some.-,planting

as far as the front, so that the parking wouldn't be seen from the

street.

MR. FULLER: Is there any difference in the proposed

landscape plan from the.exhibit that was provided previously to the one

that was provided just today, except for the addition of what was

assumed to be there previously? Do you know if they revised it? we

just received this one here.

MR. RUGGERI: Right,.right. No, I believe it to be the

same .

MR- RUGGERI._ Yes, yes. Yes.
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1 MS. ALDERSON: I think specifically, thinking of what the

2 visual affect will be, right now we have some choices. Trees will be

3 provided where we require it. You can take it the next step, to

4 specificity. And all of these things make tremendous differences in

5 scale, between like a little mountain laurel. I have one and it's this

6 high, and in 20 years it will be great. And then the trees, for the

7 screening function, which personally, that's a priority for me as far

8 as the visual impact on the rest of the district.

9 What.would be desirable is to have a mix in scale, if it's

10 a deciduous tree, fill it with plantings that provide green during

11 winter. Because that would tremendously help the screening. And

12 mountain laurel is good for that, and that will stay, and the glossy

13 green leaves that will stay there in the winter when the trees lose

14 theirs, I think will be beneficial.

15 MR. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: Yes, I just have one comment. I

16 agree. I think that stylistically, in terms of massing, the new

17 revised plan works well. So I don't have any problems with that. But

18 I would just like to

19 re-emphasize the recommendation by staff to use cedar and board and

20 baton, instead of the hardy plank.

21 I think this particular site is very prominent.

22 It's incredibly historic. You've done a great job with the church.

'KE ".'C u'E; CC C heeC tl,a; e',,e_ C" c-6a:it L the mE_:&" a] EP. _

25 ensemble
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MR. RUGGERI: The reason why hardy plank was suggested it

because of it's fire proof worthiness, it's soundproof qualifies, and

maintenance. It lasts 50 years without painting it. You know, I've

done the church and two and a half years later, now we have to repaint

the church again. So it is just, I really wanted to use cedar, but I

thought we'd propose hardy plank.

In other jurisdictions, they have allowed, in historic,

hardy plank to be used, because it looks exactly like wood. I,didn'.t

have time to bring in a sample to show you, but I can show you next

time.

MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: No, I think we're all pretty

familiar with hardy plank. I don't know, I just personally think, I

don't know what other commissioners think, but I just think this is an

incredibly historic site, and the materials are extremely important,

and cedar would be an asset.

MR. RUGGERI: It was just --

MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: But it's not --

MR. RUGGERI: -- once it is painted, it -looks like hardy

plank, and the batons, we were going to use cedar batons.

MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: What about sort of a whitewash as

opposed to painting the cedar- And then it doesn't peel.

MR. RUGGERI: Well, a stained.

M. . FRC TA RC - V~ •u_,4jh5E r St 'ch

25 what VOU decide, their zhat's what we'li co. We'1_. use scmne ii1 no of
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stain. It's just not as durable as hardy plank. But that's not a

problem.

MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: You'll be using cedar, though. If

you're using cedar, cedar doesn't need --

MS. NARU: Yeah, I mean, cedar lasts an incredibly.long

time. If it's not painted, then it doesn't have the maintenance

problem that your church has, I guess.

MR. RUGGERI: Right, right, but I don't think it would look

good left natural.

MS. NARU: Well, I mean, it would have the stain on it.

MS. ALDERSON: Yes, I've seen -- the stain can last a very

long time and give you, give you the color with very low maintenance,

because it doesn't peel.

MR. RUGGERI Okay, that's great. Yeah, I just found out

today that you can stain it. So that wasn't a big issue, the hardy

plank.

MS. PROTHRO-WILLIAMS: And it can be stained white.

MR. RUGGERI: Yeah, that's what we'll probably do.

MS. ALDERSON: Pmd in other respects, just to add, in other

respects, the cedar is more durable. Hardy plank may not require

annual painting, but it really is hard to paint wood, and what it can

bear, what it can support, and also it's repairability, when things

r,anr.en --ct ca.- G _ ,:a , . :: wocc

MS. O'MALLEY: Can I ask one question about your design? 1
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agree with all the comments about the new design. The only question I

have is on the, on circle 13, it shows the front side elevation?

MR. RUGGERI: Okay.

MS. O'MALLEY: And I'm just wondering whether you can do

anything with that elevation? Your side elevations are much more

interesting. I don't know if you need something around the door, the

doors? It just looks kind of warehousey compared, your side elevations

are really nice, the way they're done. It's just something to look at

and see whether your architect has any ideas.

MR. RUGGERI: Okay. Do you have any ideas?

MS. O'MALLEY: Well, my --

MR. EDGERLEY: Jeff does

MS. O'MALLEY: I'm not an architect. I would like to see

something around the door, I guess, or some kind of awning. Other

architects have a comment?

MS. ALDERSON: I notice the one obvious thing that's

missing that makes it look more industrial and could make it, a change

that would make it look more like a church is in simply having a

surround, a framing around the door opening, as basic vernacular

embellishment. That would make a great difference.

MR. RUGGERI: Okay.

MS. ALDERSON; The other thing would be, the windows, you

have c7ve "hen. tiot: c C='J e'. `..heC £_!;Eand w~P.C]oi•1 heads and tc cive

other Openings, by having a Simple embellishment. That wouic, thlni,
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that would help a great deal.

MR. RUGGERI: Okay.

MR. FULLER: I'd like to make a motion that we continue the

application 10/59-04D with a specific comment that in general we're

supportive of the revised design of the facility, but we want to see

more specificity in the site plan, and some minor building details.

MS. WATKINS: I'll second it.

MR. RUGGERI: Thank you.

MS. O'MALLEY: And does that include specifics as to tree

type and caliper?

MR. FULLER: Yes.

MS. ALDERSON; Can we just add, for the screening to, for

confining deciduous trees and evergreen shrubs for year round screening

MR. RUGGERI: Okay.

MS. ALDERSON: -- of the parking area.

MS. O'MALLEY: All right. So we have a motion. All in

favor, please raise your right hand? It's unanimous_ We hope you can

come back with --

MR. RUGGERI: Yeah, I hope to see you next month.

MS. C'MALLEY: You're going in the right direction for

sure.

i J. RUGGER Oria -

MR. RUGGERI: Thank you.
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Naru, Michele

From: Linda, Tetens [linda.tetens@erols.com]

Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2004 10:42 AM

To: Naru, Michele

Subject: Letter from Friends re: Ruggeri plans

Importance: High

Friends of Historic Hyattstown
December 14, 2004

Michele Naru
Historic Preservation Planner
8787 Georgia Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Michele:

The Friends of Historic Hyattstow n held a meeting on November 30, 2004 to review and
discuss the building plans proposed for the property located at 2620o Frederick Road
Hvattstown, MD. Mr. Ruggeri attended the meeting.

After reviewing and discussing the plans, the Friends of Historic Hyattstown voted, with
no opposition, in favor of the proposed plans.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Linda Tetens
President

12/15/2004 ~~



15 December 2004

To: Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission
From: Donald R. Burgess, Jr.
Subject: HPC Case No. 10/59-04D (Hyattstown Historic District). Lawrence

Ruggeri for major addition at 26130 Frederick Road, Hyattstown

1 appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed addition "Historic Chapel
Meeting Hall" to the garage-like structure located at 26130 Frederick Road.

Mr. Ruggeri (Larry) has done a wonderful job restoring the old Hyattstown Methodist
Church (South) building — in contrast to prior owners who neglected the property at best
and at times mistreated it. His use of the church as a studio, wedding chapel, and place of
worship are all fitting uses and enhance the Hyattstown Historic District. The garage-like
structure that he wishes to improve is currently_ somewhat of an eyesore and the proposed
changes will be welcome.

The prior submission by Mr. Ruggeri had a rather stark, blockish building that would
have overwhelmed the small church and the historic house (Gardner House) on the
property. The current submission is a significant improvement, particularly with its
massing— breaking up the building into sections.

There is only one significant issue that I would like to see addressed. Although the new
submission has a structure that is significantly less blockish in form, it still is very
rectilinear and plain. This form is accentuated by the long roves of identical windows. 1
believe some simple changes could make a significant change to the appearance of the
building — providing some relief to the blockish form. I might suggest grouping the
windows differently to break up the uniformity— not unlike breaking up the massing of
the structure itself, had a big impact. Or mix in different sized windows. Or providing
overhangs over some of the windows, or maybe over the ground level door. There are
many possibilities. I believe that the fagade needs some relief, and that doing so would
have a substantial (positive) impact on the appearance of the structure.

Thanks for you time. I will not be attending the meeting.

Sincerely,

Donald R. Burgess, Jr.
2602: Frederick Roae
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